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About This Game

Absent is a story which follows the character of young-adult and college student, Murray Schull. He and his two best friends,
Eve and Steve, attend a college in which students are disappearing daily. It’s up to them to find out how this is happening, why

this is happening, protect their other friends, and to put a stop to it once and for all.

This series of events began when Crystal, a three month girlfriend of Murray’s friend, Steve, disappeared on her way home from
college via mysterious means. Over the course of the investigation, however, Murray realizes that the abduction of Steve’s

girlfriend was not from anything of this earth. Murray is haunted by visions of the past and future, confronted with puzzles, with
friends turning against each other, and all for one reason. The Reaper.

Special Features

-A point/click, easy to use interface.
-Approximately twenty NPC's to interact with.

-Around forty playable rooms in the whole game.
-A completely original story with original art and characters created by James Fenton.

-A game so varied, I flipped a three sided coin to choose it's genre!
-Full Voice Acting, including the talents of Esme Brand, James Fenton, Shannon Hayes, Rebecca Hanssen and Matt Haynes.

-Full MP3 Soundtrack composed by Adam Haynes.
-It's completely free!
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I absolutely loved this game. I thought the voice acting was great in that "cheesy" kind of way. I really wished the game was
longer. And considering that this was free, there is absolutely no reason to not give it a try. As for the puzzles, they're relatively
self-explanatory. I don't recall being stumped by anything, and I'm kind of an idiot, so if that's your concern you should be fine.
If for whatever reason you DO get stumped, there are great community guides to help you along. Try this out. The file size is
small and, even if you hate point and click adventures, I think the charm of the characters will win you over.

This is not a "so bad it's good" game. I think this was a legitimately great game, and I had a wonderful time with it!. The number
1 thing you need to know about this game is it is a point and click game that does not seem to give you any clues to point and
click on however there is a very good guide on the steam page

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/398450\/guides\/#scrollTop=0

the trailer makes you think That there is a lot of action but the game is way diff rent from what was depicted in the trailer
honestly. My feeling when I finished it was thank god it is over It was ok but it almost felt like I was watching some armature
cartoon and I had to rethread the film to see what happens next However. The game is very glitchy you have to wait to click till
you figure out how to click it . I don't want to kill the developers ambition to make more games. But this thing was created in
2013 And the developers last post was Sept 27 2015. I strongly suspect that the game developer who just made this one game is
no longer around Has gone on to other things So there is no ambition here to kill . so given that unfortunately this will be the one
free game I am going to recommend not to download.. Well that was interesting, the voice acting was funny but this game is too
much, too much for seb to handle so I wouldn't recommend it for Seb. Seb if you read this don't play it.. as a free to play game it
was surprisingly interesting, i really enjoyed it.
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